Emergency Loan Packet
For University Employees

Instructions
1. Complete forms 1, 2, and 3 (Consent Form, Conditions and Application, Memorandum to Supervisor) and have supervisor sign Form 3: Memorandum to Supervisor.
2. Submit forms 1, 2, and 3 and a delinquent bill that must be in the applicant’s name to FAP@jhu.edu, fax 443-997-5820, or in-person at an office location.

Within 3 business days of receipt of all necessary Emergency Loan documents, the FAP coordinator contacts you regarding loan eligibility.

Questions?
- Email FAP@jhu.edu
- Call the FAP coordinator at 443-997-7000

If you are a JHH/JHHS employee, please call 443-997-5400.
Statement of Understanding and
Consent for the Release of Confidential Information

I, ______________________________________________________ ____________
Name of Applicant Last 4 digits SS#

authorize the people or institutions named below to make available to and among each other information specifically related to my employment and any other information (other than my health information) that may be relevant in determining my eligibility to receive a loan under the terms of the Johns Hopkins University Financial Assistance Program.

1. My designated supervisor: __________________________________ ______________
   Name of Supervisor(s)

   ____________________________________________________
   Supervisor’s Work Telephone Number

   ____________________________________________________
   Supervisor’s Work Email Address

2. The Johns Hopkins Federal Credit Union
3. The Johns Hopkins University Human Resources and Payroll Department
4. The Johns Hopkins Faculty and Staff Assistance Program

In the event of default, (i.e., I do not repay the loan) I understand that as part of this process the Johns Hopkins Federal Credit Union will report that information to credit bureaus.

I understand that the confidentiality of my Financial Assistance Program record is strictly protected. I also understand that this confidentiality requirement extends to my supervisor, The Johns Hopkins Federal Credit Union, and Payroll for information related to this matter. I further understand that I may revoke this consent at any time in writing except if I have already obtained a loan with it.

__________________________________________ ______________
Signature of Applicant Date

For further information, contact the FAP coordinator at 443-997-7000.
Financial Assistance Program

Form 2: Conditions and Application

Instructions
1. Complete forms 1, 2, and 3 (Consent Form, Conditions and Application, Memorandum to Supervisor) and have supervisor sign Form 3: Memorandum to Supervisor.
2. Submit forms 1, 2, and 3 and a delinquent bill that must be in the applicant’s name to FAP@jhu.edu, fax 443-997-5820, or in-person at an office location.
3. Within 3 business days of receipt of all necessary Emergency Loan documents, the FAP coordinator contacts the employee regarding loan eligibility.
4. If you have any questions, contact the FAP coordinator at 443-997-7000.

Mission of the Program - This financial assistance program was developed to meet specific emergency financial needs of JHU employees who satisfy a defined set of criteria and are subject to the approval of The Johns Hopkins Federal Credit Union (JHFCU). Short-term assistance ranging from $300 - $750 may be underwritten to employees who have the inability to meet a financial obligation, to the extent that this inability was occasioned by circumstances beyond the applicant’s control, and will significantly impact the applicant’s well-being. Applicants must demonstrate how the need arose. Financial assistance is underwritten through an agreement between JHU Human Resources and JHFCU.

Financial Assistance Provisions - Monetary financial assistance:
- Is provided at the discretion of JHFCU and JHU Financial Assistance Program
- Is subject to current JHFCU interest rates; loans may be repaid early to reduce interest charges
- May be available to employees who have never joined JHFCU, current JHFCU members in good standing, and previous JHFCU members whose accounts were closed in good standing
- May be available if the applicant meets the conditions below, as assessed by the FAP coordinator; any mistruths or unauthorized changes to the forms or procedures invalidates the process
- Approval is valid for two weeks; following this time period, the applicant must re-apply and return to the same FAP coordinator
- Previous Emergency Loans/JHU Financial Assistance must be paid in full prior to re-applying

Financial Assistance Conditions – The conditions for assistance require that each applicant:
- Is a full-time university employee who is past their probationary period and who has not been involved in disciplinary action within six months prior to the date of application. For this purpose employees include: full-time faculty and staff, post-doctoral students and fellows, and house staff. JHU employees in an introductory period or in progressive discipline, contract employees, family members and significant others are NOT eligible to receive financial assistance.
- Is a member of the JHFCU or willing and able to become a member. The $25 minimum balance requirement can be included as a part of this loan. Applicants must be in good standing with JHFCU (e.g. no negative balances or delinquent loans).
- Has not declared bankruptcy in the past year.
- Is not subject to a current performance management or performance improvement plan.
- Provides a signed confirmation from his/her supervisor of his/her continuing employment potential for a period of at least six-months from the date of the application.
- Is willing to have direct disbursement of monies made to the persons or creditors designated by the FAP coordinator.
- Agrees to repay via direct payroll deduction from the university salary of the applicant, and in the event of discontinuation of deduction for any reason, including but not limited to unpaid leave of absence or termination, any outstanding monies owed to the university will be withheld or recovered from the employee’s final payment(s) or settlement.
Ineligibility for Financial Assistance – Authorization may be withheld if JHU determines that the applicant:

- Does not meet the employment criteria
- Has an outstanding delinquent JHFCU loan
- Has had a FAP appointment within the past 6 months
- Failed to repay a prior Financial Assistance or Emergency Loan in a timely manner
- Attempted or committed fraud with prior Financial Assistance or Emergency Loan funds
- Unlikely to repay the funds for any reason including bankruptcy or other constraints on the use of personal funds
- Intends to use the funds to meet expenses incurred as a result of any illegal activity or abuse of alcohol or drugs, or engaging in gambling behavior
- Tests positive for drugs or alcohol (this may also result in employment action)
- Unlikely to be able to continue employment at the university for six months from the time of the application
- Is currently on a Leave of Absence or will enter a LOA during the loan payback period
- Supervisor is unable or unwilling to sign the application form
- Failed to follow recommendations from approval process

Once your FAP loan is repaid, auto-dedications will continue from your paycheck and your money will be placed into a personal savings account unless you contact JHFCU with alternate instructions.

Applicant Information: (please print clearly)

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Last        First        Middle
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Street             City    State    Zip    Home Phone: ____________________    Social Security # (last 4 digits only): ____________  Date of Birth: __________

Office Phone: _______________________________    Office Fax: ___________________________________________

E-Mail: _____________________________________     Department: _________________________________________

Campus Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________

My signature below indicates that I have read and understood all of the conditions related to the Financial Assistance Program as described above. I understand that repayment of the loan to the JHFCU will be made via deductions from my JHU pay. Deductions will begin to be taken from my pay on the first pay period after the loan is received. The amount deducted from each pay will be equal to the total amount of the loan plus interest divided by six, or the number of repayment months if greater than six. If my employment terminates prior to full repayment of the loan, the entire outstanding balance of the loan will be deducted from my final pay, as will be reflected in my final pay stub. Accordingly, I understand that my signature below authorizes JHU to make deductions from my pay for the purpose of repaying the loan as specified above. I certify that I reviewed the above information which is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

Applicant Signature: __________________________________________        Date: _________________

FAP Coordinator Signature: __________________________________________        Date: ________________

FAP Coordinator Name: __________________________________________        Phone: 443-997-7000

APPROVAL DATE: ________________________ (entered by FAP Coordinator)

JHFCU funds must be disbursed within two weeks of approval date or application becomes invalid.
Form 3: Memorandum to Supervisor
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

TO: Supervisor of [insert employee name] ________________________________

FROM: Diana Abbott, Director, Benefits Strategy and Service

RE: Financial Assistance Application

DATE: _____/_____/_____

The employee whose name appears above has applied for financial assistance under the terms of the Johns Hopkins University Financial Assistance Program. The applicant must meet certain conditions to qualify for this program. Your signature on this document attests that, to the best of your knowledge:

1. The employee is full-time, in good standing with Johns Hopkins University, and has not had a disciplinary action in the last six months.

2. To the best of your knowledge, the employee is likely to continue his/her employment with Johns Hopkins University for at least the next six months.

3. There are no circumstances known to you that would prevent the applicant from repaying the funds in a timely manner; nor do you anticipate a leave of absence in the next six months.

4. There are no current circumstances or performance or disciplinary concerns that indicate employment is likely to terminate in the next six months.

If you cannot make any of the above assertions, please explain here or contact FASAP immediately. ____________________________________________

Confidentiality Statement: This application and all matters relating to it are confidential and any information revealed to you as a part of this process should be treated confidentially. I have read this memorandum and will/have communicate(d) with a FASAP staff member regarding my verification of the applicant’s employment status with Johns Hopkins University. If this employee should voluntarily leave the university or is terminated within six months of receiving financial assistance, I agree to contact FASAP (443-997-7000) immediately.

Supervisor Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: ______________

Supervisor Printed Name: ____________________________________________

Supervisor E-mail Address: ____________________________________________

Supervisor Phone Number: ____________________________________________

For further information or any other FASAP related issue, please contact us at 443-997-7000.